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Great Circle Distance 
What is it?

““The great circle distance is the shortest distance The great circle distance is the shortest distance 
between any two points on the surface of the Earth between any two points on the surface of the Earth 
measured along a path on the surface of the Earth.measured along a path on the surface of the Earth.””

““The distances are The distances are ‘‘as the crow fliesas the crow flies’’ if a crow if a crow 
could fly at sea level.could fly at sea level.””

““The shape of the Earth closely resembles a flattened spheroid wiThe shape of the Earth closely resembles a flattened spheroid with th 
extreme values for the radius of curvature of 6,336 km at the eqextreme values for the radius of curvature of 6,336 km at the equator and uator and 
6,399 km at the poles.6,399 km at the poles.””

““Using a sphere with a radius of 6,367 km results in an error of Using a sphere with a radius of 6,367 km results in an error of up to about 0.5%.up to about 0.5%.””

Huh?Huh?
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Great Circle Distance Calculator
What is it?

A SAS program that calculates the great circle A SAS program that calculates the great circle 
distance between the locations of cases at the distance between the locations of cases at the 
time of diagnosis and the locations of treatment time of diagnosis and the locations of treatment 
facilities.facilities.
Case locations are taken from NAACCR items Case locations are taken from NAACCR items 
2352 (latitude) and 2354 (longitude) in2352 (latitude) and 2354 (longitude) in a a 
NAACCR v10 or v11NAACCR v10 or v11 record layout file.record layout file.

The program can use either source The program can use either source 
(unconsolidated) or consolidated case (unconsolidated) or consolidated case 
records as input.records as input.

A second input file (that you provide) A second input file (that you provide) 
containscontains facility IDs, latitude, and longitude.facility IDs, latitude, and longitude.
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Great Circle Distance Calculator
How do I use it?

1.1. Assumes you have geocoded your Assumes you have geocoded your 
cancer casescancer cases

-- Residential address at diagnosisResidential address at diagnosis
2.2. Read the instructions on the NAACCR Read the instructions on the NAACCR 

website (www.naaccr.org/GIS)website (www.naaccr.org/GIS)
3.3. Export NAACCR V10 or V11 Confidential Export NAACCR V10 or V11 Confidential 

layout (with case latitude and longitude)layout (with case latitude and longitude)
4.4. Create file of Reporting Hospital Create file of Reporting Hospital 

(NAACCR item 540) locations(NAACCR item 540) locations
5.5. Run the GreatCircleDistances2.sas Run the GreatCircleDistances2.sas 

programprogram
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Great Circle Distance Calculator
What can I do with it?

The SAS program creates a recordThe SAS program creates a record--level level 
dataset with up to five distance measures dataset with up to five distance measures 
per caseper case

one each for up to 5 source records one each for up to 5 source records 
associated with every caseassociated with every case
and a fixedand a fixed--width ASCII file for importing width ASCII file for importing 
into your cancer registry database into your cancer registry database 

These can be used for studying the These can be used for studying the 
relationships between distance to relationships between distance to 
treatment facility and other variables    treatment facility and other variables    
(type of treatment, survival(type of treatment, survival……))



Great Circle Distance Calculator
What can I do with it?

Recent studies using distances from addresses at Recent studies using distances from addresses at 
diagnosis to treatment facilities include:diagnosis to treatment facilities include:

Treatment of local breast carcinoma in Florida: the role of the Treatment of local breast carcinoma in Florida: the role of the 
distance to radiation therapy facilities.  Voti L et al.  distance to radiation therapy facilities.  Voti L et al.  CancerCancer.  .  
2006 Jan 1;106(1):2012006 Jan 1;106(1):201--7.7.

Geographic access to health care for rural Medicare Geographic access to health care for rural Medicare 
beneficiaries.  Chan L et al.   beneficiaries.  Chan L et al.   J Rural HealthJ Rural Health. 2006 . 2006 
Spring;22(2):140Spring;22(2):140--6.6.

Impact of patient distance to radiation therapy on mastectomy Impact of patient distance to radiation therapy on mastectomy 
use in earlyuse in early--stage breast cancer patients.  Schroen AT  et al.      stage breast cancer patients.  Schroen AT  et al.      
J Clin OncolJ Clin Oncol. 2005 Oct 1;23(28):7074. 2005 Oct 1;23(28):7074--80. 80. 

Relationship Between Travel Distance and Utilization of Breast Relationship Between Travel Distance and Utilization of Breast 
Cancer Treatment in Rural Northern Michigan.  Meden T et al.  Cancer Treatment in Rural Northern Michigan.  Meden T et al.  
JAMA.JAMA. 2002;287:111.2002;287:111.



Great Circle Distance Calculator
Caveats & Limitations

Current version requires access to ESRI ArcGIS data Current version requires access to ESRI ArcGIS data -- on on 
either the Data and Maps DVD or United States CD 2.either the Data and Maps DVD or United States CD 2.

Instructions for converting from the ESRI CD data to a Instructions for converting from the ESRI CD data to a 
.dbf file with latitude and longitude for each hospital are .dbf file with latitude and longitude for each hospital are 
in in Hospital01.pdfHospital01.pdf.  These cover ArcGIS and MapInfo .  These cover ArcGIS and MapInfo 
users. users. 
The ESRI hospital layer is from the American Hospital The ESRI hospital layer is from the American Hospital 
Association, may not include all hospitals, is not current, Association, may not include all hospitals, is not current, 
and may not reflect the location of a facility at the time and may not reflect the location of a facility at the time 
the case was diagnosed and/or treated.the case was diagnosed and/or treated.
No redistribution rights for the ESRI US “Hospitals” data 
are granted by the vendor.

Hey, what about Canada?
Need a file of Canadian treatment facility              
locations to implement. 



Great Circle Distance Calculator
Caveats & Limitations

All the usual limitations associated with case geocoding, All the usual limitations associated with case geocoding, 
including varying accuracy in geocoding rural versus urban including varying accuracy in geocoding rural versus urban 
addresses. addresses. 
Different registries may have different rules for how source Different registries may have different rules for how source 
records are consolidated. records are consolidated. 
Great circle distance is not driving distance.Great circle distance is not driving distance.

(but it is better than linear distance)(but it is better than linear distance)
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What it isWhat it is
How I use itHow I use it
What I can do with itWhat I can do with it
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Questions??Questions??
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